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THE GROY,ITH'm' ELECTRICAL l'IRE HAZARDS

by

D. I. Lawson

The increasing demand, for elcctrici~

During the last fifty years the electrical energy distributed per
annum has risen steadily, and ,in view of this continued upward trend
it,is perhaps prudent to consider what means might be tillcen to forecast
the fire situation over the next decade or two, Table -/ shows .the '
growth in the demand for electricity vdth time.

I '

'rable 1

The increasing demand for electricity

Year I 1905 - 1915 1925 I 1935 1945 r " '1 1975,,11955* 11965*!I " !
! ,

Electrical'ener~ 0'5 6 17
,

35 74 I 120 200
transmitted )

2

Electrical pore} - i- 2 4'4 8 12 20 40 60
generated 2 ,

, I .

1. In milliards of units.
2. In millions of kilowatts.
:n: F..stimated (Government ¥/hite

Paper - A Prcgr'anme of
1Tuclear RlYIer).

Table 2, shovs the growth in the number of consumers and ,the
average, ~ount of, electricity consillDed over the last ,few decades
(figure~ were not available prior to 1925).

Table 2

'I'he increasirig average consumpta.on .of electricit;y' ,

,

I
,

I
o-

j

1925 1935 I 1945 1955* 1965*' 1975*Year I
I .-

Consumers (1 ) 1·86 7·62 10'9 14·0 16;l, 17·8

-- _._--..:-....

Average electri(af energy 3·2 2·2 3·2 5~3 7'3 ' 1'1 ~ 2
transmitted 2;,

, .
AVerage'~lectfiJal' power 2·4 1.1 1.11·4 2.4 3·4

generated 3 ' , L', '

I . . ~.:.-.-

1• In millions.
2.' In thousands of units.
3. IIi kilowatts: '
*. Estimated.

r



It will be seen that it is expected that ,the energy distributed will
rise by a factor of approximately three by 1975, while the number of
consumers are expected to increase by about a quarter.

lTearly all the electrical energy generated, which is 'annually
equivalent to that of over 3,000 atomic weapons, such as used in the
last war, is ultimately degraded to heat in a controlled rnanner" and,
finally it harmlessly warms the surroundings in whi.ch it is, used. That
this is so is a tribute to the high standard of present electrical
cirQuits and equipment. It is not surprising that sanetimes a small
al1"lli"\t of this energy is inadvertently 'misapplied, and when this happens
a fire may ensue. l'he power required to start ignition is quite small,
for example a power density in excess of 5 watts/cm2,applied at, the
surface, vvill start a fire in a variety of' common combustible me.terials,
though whether this fire is able to spread fran the point of origi~will

depend upon the nature of the combustible. Statistically speclcing, the
chance of power being misapplied in this' way should depend on the amount
of' power generated. Statistical infonnation on fires of electrical
orig:t.'1 has been collected only since 1947, but it will be seen by
reference to l'igure 1, that there is undoubtedly a connection between
the power generated and the number of fires occurring.

The incidence of fires in electrical wiring and equipment

The 'electrical fires which occUr'may be conveniently sub-divided
into those occurring in the installation and those occurring, in the
electrical apparatus connected to it.

~'ires due to electrical \7ire and cabl!:.

The number of fires due to electrical wire and cable is sho\~ in
l'igure 1, where it will'be seen that these have a 1,1e8.n rate of about
2,500 per annum, and this appears to be independent of the quantity of
electrical energy transmitted. It is interesting to note that if the
graph relating to the total number of electrical fires is extrapolated
to find thenwnber of fires which would occur "hen no electrical energy
was transmitted, the.figure is found to be the same. 'rhis would 'appear
to indicate that the number- of electrical fires is made up of two parts,
one which is independent of the electrical energy transmitted, and
represents those fires occurring in wire'and cable, and the other which
is proportional to the electrical energy 'transmitted, and this represents
the fires occurring inelcctricnl apparrrtua,

Fires due to electrical ,dre and, cable, fall into two categories, '
fires'which are due to heating as a consequence of the 'current carried
by the coriductors, and fires which occur as a consequence of electrical
Leakage be tween the conductors. ' The rate of incidence of fires in .thE<
first category might be expected to be proportional to the energy
transmitted annually, since this is .Lncreasdng more rapidly than the
nuniber of new installations. Fires in the second category wouLd be
expected to depend on'the nurober of installation~rather than on the
power transmitted, in so far' as the electrical conductors would have a
potential between them irrespective of whether 'or not' they wor-e car-rydng
a current. As the nlli~ber of installations is increasing fairly slowly

, with tillie, the indication would be that the fires which are occurring
are due '1;0 leakage rather than the conductors being overloaded.

There is as yet no evidence that the number' of' fires due to wire
and cable will increase niarkedly with time, though two factors must be
borne in mind which may contradict this statement. First, existing
circuits are continuously ageing and during the 'next two deoades nearly
two-thirQ.s of the installations will be more than thirty years old.
Gosland l1) has shown that the chance of an installation being subject
to fire increases, at a rate of seven per million for each year of its age.

•
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Second, it is common lmowledge that the amount of equipnent used by
consumers increases with time and therefore with the age of the
installation, so that it is the relatively old in'stallations which will
have to carry a greater proportion of .the load in 'the future., One
cannot help wondering, now that most people possess ,a little electrical
lmowledge, how many amateur circuit extensions will stand the test of
time.

Fires due to electrical apparatus

It is to be expected that the annualnwaber of, fires due to
electrical apparatus would depend on the quantity of electrical energy
transmitted. This is sho.m to be the case in Figure 1, where'it will
be seen that the number of fires is roughly proportional to the
electrical energy transmitted, one fire occurring for approximately
every ten million units sold. If' this rate continues over the next
twenty years, the nwnber of fires in electrical apparatus,would be about
trebled. The expected increase of fires of electrical origin; including
those due to wire and cable, is shown in Figure 2.

This increase may, however, be accompanied by some decrease in fires
where other fuels have fonnerly been used. For example, a change to
electrical heating may result in an electrical fire, but at the smile
time this will mean that there is potentially one fire less due to coal
or gas heating, and the increasing fire incidents associated with
electrical fires, cookers and electric wires, may be counterbalanced by
a decrease in incidents in coal, gas and oil-fired appliances. "!J110ther
for these items the resulting fire situation is better or wors~ will
of course, depend on the relative merits with regard to fire hazard of
the equipnents using various fuels. The number of fires resulting from
apparatus having functions such thc.t tl1C'v' could usc alternative types of
fuel is shewn in Figure 3. The functions of some equipments (o.g.
radio, television etc.) are peculiarly electrical, or alternatively, the
fires occur only .dn the electrical version of others. }'or such apparatus
the increasing fire rate will not be counberba.lanced by any dccrease in
fires in equipments using other forms of' fuel; these are shown in
}'igure 3.

It Hill be seen therefore that there must be a substantial increase
in electrical fires during the next twenty years, and it is necessary to
see what remedial steps can be tween now.

Fbssible future action

Although electrical energy has been distributed nOH for almost fifty
years there seems to be little infoITaation on tlw installations at present
in use. Almost all our information is gained after fires have occurred,
and this is not the best time to study electrical installations. There
is no doubt that an examination of the installations of a cross-section of
consumers would add greatly to our lmowledge of the possible causes of fires.
Among other things it would give information on such questions as the rate
of build-up of equipnent with time, the nature and extent of circuit
installations, the state of the fusing of circuits, and the condition of
the installation in relation to its age. Ferhaps SOme of this infofmation
already exists on r-ecor-d since it is often the practicc to twl:e a
routine examination of installations when the tenancy of a building changes.

In examining a fire due to a supposed electrical fault, the chances
of detection of the fault are very much greater if the fire has been
detected and extinguished in its early stages. At present the only reports
received by the Joint Fire Research Organization are from Fire Brigades,
and this means that in most of these incidents the fire has developed to an
advanced stage. It would be more important if an examination could be made
of the small fires which are not usually serious enough to war-rant the
attention of the Fire Brigade. The pattern of the 'causes of these fires
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should be much the same as that with large fires, since the l".aj.n
difference between small and Large fi~'es is in the natur-e of the stored
ccmbustible Laterials, and in the delay in detection.

Nl~ large department stores must have incidents occurrinc during
the uay which are detected in their early stages becD.use of th~ large
number- of people present. It might be possible from a study of the
reports of these fires to get a clear picture of their causes, Once

. the causes have been foun~ it should then be possible to devise suitable
):·elr."":-'.<w' measures. If the bulk of electrical fires are ascocf.at.ed with
app<~ratus, then it should be possible by co-operation with tnp.
manuf'ac'tur-er-a I associations to bring about an improvement in such
eq~li::?ment. If the fires due to installations are found tc he duo to
Leek.ige or faulty connections in series with the load, then :i.:,.pr'J\'ed
fusing of the circuits would not necessarily effect a cure, an0 3~me

es't.imate woul.d have to be made of the vulnerable points, ana at epe
wouln have tq be tclcen in future installations either to lonate these
in C' place where the spreading of fire would be unl.flceIy, ?orhaps if
thi:: were not possible it might be sufficient to give the combustible
pa~ts of the structures of buildings near to such points a fire-retardant
treatment. If time should show that the main causes of fire were due to
overloading circuits which were incorrectly. fused, it might be worth
while considering replacing the fuse-box by a sealed cut-out so that the
consumer could reset it, but not tamper with the mechanaam, The
indications tcre hccover- that fires in circuits are not being caused in
this way.

One thing is certain, any attempt to bring about a reduction in
electrical fires will be time-consuming, both from the point of view
of the examination of the causes, and of suggesting suitable econotric
remedial measures. ~n the meantime, the electrical load is increasing
yearly and the sooner a start is made on' the problem the better.
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